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FROM THE HEADMASTER’S DESK
It is amazing to think that it is now a whole year ago this weekend, that we went into the first lockdown.
One of my strongest memories of that Friday afternoon, as I was dashing to the Theatre to hold a staff
meeting, was when a Year 11 pupil was passing me and simply said ‘goodbye, sir’. It was a moment that
literally stopped me in my tracks: over all the years I have been teaching, pupils have often said
‘goodbye, sir’ at the end of a term, but this was different. Firstly, it wasn’t the end of a term and
secondly, unlike at the end of a term when there is a defined period of holiday ahead, I had no idea when
we would be able to meet again.
Now, a year on and having had another period of remote learning, we do finally seem to be seeing the
light at the end of the tunnel and hopefully, some normality returning by the summer. As we reflect on
the last twelve months, we can all relate to the feeling that the problems ahead of us are insurmountable
– when COVID began, we were all incredibly uncertain about what lay ahead. From the politicians at
Westminster to the average pupil in a school, everyone has been a bit overwhelmed at times.
We often talk about and use the phrase that our hope is the fact that there is a light at the end of the
tunnel: some people even joke about the light being an oncoming train! But those people who have had
a good bit of experience in the tunnel know that the light is there, and the weather is clear when we
emerge, and we are stronger because we made the arduous journey through the darkness. It is
fascinating to look back over the last year and all the things we have achieved, both as individuals and as
a community, as well as looking at those things we now do differently and might continue to do once this
time has passed. There are some good things to take away from this time. As Matt Cameron said: “Live
life to the fullest, and focus on the positive.”

LIKE AND SHARE
Our Facebook, Instagram and Twitter feed are the best way to stay up to date with all school news, and
liking and sharing posts helps to spread the good news stories far and wide. Our pages and accounts are
shown below in case you need a reminder.
www.facebook.com/saintnicholasschoolharlow
SaintNicksSch
Saintnicholasschoolharlow
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ACADEMIC AWARDS
The nominations for this week’s Academic Awards are: Nisha in Year 9, nominated by Mr Russell for
excellent effort and work during online lessons; Ishaan Year 6, nominated by Mrs Howe for outstanding
contributions to all online maths lessons and Jack in Year 8, nominated by Mrs Copnell for increased
effort and contribution to learning during online lessons.
Well done to all the nominees.
Jack, Year 11, Academic Prefect

MUDDY DAYS
The pre-school children have been busy exploring the muddy area digging for bugs, swinging on the
tyre swing, sliding down the slide and making recipes in the mud kitchen. Muddy days are a lot of fun!
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MATHLETICS
AWARD

HEALTHY MEAL
AWARD

Well done to Kayla in Form 4P for achieving her
second gold Mathletics certificate which was
presented to her virtually by Miss Perez. This
achievement is due to some incredible hard
work and perseverance in her maths work.
Congratulations Kayla!

Congratulations to Max in Class 4P for winning
‘The Healthy Meal’ competition last term, in
which he had to design and make a healthy
meal for chef Craig to serve in the school. The
standard of the competition was incredibly high
which made it very difficult for Craig to pick the
winners from each Year 4 class. Max was
awarded a trophy and cookery book and we all
look forward to tasting his new dish very soon!

YEAR 4 ART
This week, Year 4 pupils have made their own Roman sandals. They had to make a template the size of
their own shoe before carefully creating a piece of footwear fit for Julius Caesar!
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YEAR 1 DINOS
Year 1 pupils have been very busy in their art
lessons over the last week as they have been
creating dinosaur sculptures, firstly out of plasticine
and then out of clay. They paid particular attention
to their chosen dinosaur’s key features and worked
hard to shape the plasticine and clay to make their
chosen dinosaur look as realistic as possible.

ISA ART COMPETITION
Following the ISA Eastern Region Art competition last Autumn, those who were placed in each of the
categories were then put forward to the national competition and the results have been released this
week and are as follows:
3D Art Individual competition for Key Stage 2 - Niaya in Year 4 achieved the Highly Commended award.
3D Art Individual competition for Key Stage 4 - Freya, who was in Year 11 last year, gained first place.
Key Stage 4 Textiles Individual competition for Key Stage 4 - Matilda, who was also in Year 11 last year,
achieved the Highly Commended award.
Well done to all three of them.
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MORE YEAR 1 NEWS
In maths this week, Year 1
children have been using
directional language to help guide
their blindfolded friend along a
path.

Pupils also worked together by
playing either an addition or
subtraction board game. They
enjoyed the competition and
were able to use their mental
arithmetic skills to solve the
number sentences.

Meanwhile in English, the children have been
busy expanding their vocabulary by learning
to use a thesaurus.
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MENTAL HEALTH AND WELL BEING

DATES FOR THE DIARY
Please see below useful dates for your diary for the rest of this term:
22nd March - Year 9 HPV2
22nd March - Year 1 Dino Day
26th March - Last day of term - please note this is a normal school day
and pupils will finish at their usual time.
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